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Abstract 

This lecture reports a self-supporting liquid container with solid-like plasticity, named liquid plasticine 

(LP), which is achieved by coating a liquid entity (droplet/pancake) with hydrophobic particles and 

subjecting the interfacial particles to jamming. When particles jam at the liquid-air interface, the 

surface becomes a solid layer with rigidity, which accounts for the plasticity of the particle-coated 

liquid entity. LPs with various shapes can be produced using hydrophobic tools via either top-to-

bottom or bottom-to-top routes. Considering the particle shell is very thin (~20 nm), LPs can be 

reckoned as self-supporting liquid containers. There are several characters that distinguish LPs from 

common solid containers. They can be readily cut or joined without liquid flowing away. The inner 

stuff can be extracted by easy insertion of a pipettor into a LP. The particle shell is not dense for which 

gas is easy to come into or out of a LP. In addition, compared with a common droplet, a LP with a 

complex shape features very large specific surface area, which brings about high efficiency when gas 

is involved in a given application. We have shown that when a cylindrical LP is used as a gas sensor, 

it not only detects the existence of target gas but also reveals the gas diffusion speed and frontier 

concentration, which is superior to common spherical droplet sensors. We have also applied liquid 

plasticines in protein analysis. In this application, an oar-shaped LP is produced to realize separation 

of different kinds of proteins with the aid of isoelectric focusing technique. The separated proteins can 

be in-situ analyzed and easily extracted for further analysis. The LPs are also capable of serving as 

bioreactor for cell culture, and the non-wetting state assures the 3D growth of embryonic stem cells. 
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 The channel structure, designable shape, and other intrinsic properties endow LPs with great 

application potential as novel containers in chemistry, material, and biomedicine areas. 
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